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Disasters are unforeseen situations that cause serious material losses and damages in 

addition to the dead and injured when they occur. Since disasters cannot be predicted in 

advance, it is of great importance to determine the work to be done in case of a disaster. The 

most important aspect of such studies is the development and examination of post-disaster 

search and rescue activities and treatment facilities. One of the most important issues to be 

considered while performing these operations is to reach the disaster victims in minimum 

time and to plan disaster logistics in the most efficient manner possible. In this study, the 

problem of planning debris scanning activities with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles after an 

earthquake and transporting the injured people to the hospitals by ambulances in minimum 

time was discussed and mathematical models were developed to solve the problem. The 

ambulance routing problem and the mathematical model to be used in the solution of the 

problem are discussed for the first time in the literature. The developed model was tested on 

the problem sets created by taking into account the data of the province under investigation. 

Analysis results showed that the developed model can reach optimal solutions in small and 

medium-sized problems, and as the size of the problem increases, it does not reach the 

optimal solution in a short time, but it can produce appropriate solutions. 

 

1. Introduction  

It is very difficult to predict the devastating damage caused 

by disasters. For this reason, it is necessary to take necessary 

precautions before, during, and after the disaster, to improve 

conditions and to plan for logistics. This makes it necessary 

to understand the concepts of disaster management and 

amnesty logistics thoroughly and to increase the importance 

of the studies on these concepts.  

Disasters are divided into two groups as natural and 

human in terms of their occurrence [1]. While natural 

disasters occur as a result of nature’s own actions, human 

disasters occur as a result of the increase of people’s effects 

on nature. Earthquakes, storms, floods, hurricanes, 

avalanches and landslides are important natural disasters. 
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Outbreaks, fires and transport accidents appear as human 

disasters. Earthquakes, like all other disasters, are situations 

that are very difficult to predict and result in loss of life and 

property. Taking necessary precautions before an earthquake 

can be life-saving in case of an earthquake. Likewise, it is 

known that if the instructions to be applied during an 

earthquake are followed, the survival probability of people 

increases. However, even if all these measures are taken and 

implemented, there may be structures that collapsed after a 

severe earthquake with a very high intensity and earthquake 

survivors struggling to survive. In such cases, it is vital to 

benefit from search and rescue and health services as quickly 

as possible.     

The effective and rapid execution of search and rescue 

activities is possible by scanning the area where the 
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earthquake occurred in a short time and determining the 

damage. In the earthquake that occurred on Friday, January 

24, 2020 at 20.55 in Elazig, images were taken in a short 

period of 25 minutes with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) 

and Manned Reconnaissance Aircraft (MRA) and 

transferred to the Gendarmerie Command Center. In 

addition, the MRA and UAVs used to scan 275 different 

points in 3 hours, making a very important contribution to 

search and rescue efforts. Later, the dead and wounded were 

reached through search and rescue efforts from earthquake 

debris. 

One of the most important issues after the search and 

rescue efforts is the treatment of the injured in the shortest 

time and then transfer to the nearest hospitals in the shortest 

time. This research involves scanning the city center with 

UAVs and routing the restricted number of ambulances to 

the assigned hospitals in the minimum duration. In the first 

part of the study, the problem of UAV routing was focused 

on in order to scan for debris and start search and rescue 

studies quickly and efficiently. The mathematical model of 

the cluster coverage problem was used while routing the 

UAV. In the second part, the ambulance routing problem was 

discussed and a new mathematical model was developed by 

using the multi-warehouse vehicle routing problem in the 

literature in order to provide the fastest treatment for the 

injured people who were reached through search and rescue 

studies. The developed model was then tested on different 

scenarios with the help of the GAMS program. While 

developing the scenarios, the data is created by visiting the 

wreckage sites of Elazig province, which is on the 

earthquake zone and was shaken by a magnitude of 6.8 

earthquake that caused 41 dead, 1466 injured and major 

damage on January 24, 2019. 

In the first part of the study, the purpose and scope are 

specified, and information about the studies in the literature 

on the subject is provided. In the second part, theoretical 

foundations such as disaster, disaster management, disaster 

logistics, and disaster types are mentioned. In the third part, 

the details of the problem dealt with in the study are 

expressed and the mathematical models developed for the 

problem are introduced. In the fourth chapter, the research 

findings were shared, while the general evaluation of the 

study and information about future studies are presented in 

the last chapter. 

1.1. Purpose and Scope of the Study 

Turkey is located in the world’s most earthquake 

generating Alps-Himalayan seismic zone. This is the main 

cause of earthquakes in the country. Since earthquakes are 

not known in advance, people can only take the necessary 

precautions before an earthquake and the things that should 

be applied during an earthquake with the best possibility. 

Even if all kinds of precautions are taken, the destructiveness 

and intensity of earthquakes can be very high. In other words, 

it makes debris scanning, logistics and health services much 

more important after an earthquake. For the stated reasons, 

UAV and ambulance routing have been chosen as the subject 

of this research. The scope of this study consists of the 

neighborhoods of the central district of Elazig province. 

  

2. Scientific Foundations 

Disasters are caused by nature and human beings in terms 

of their types and cause loss of life and property. Regardless 

of the cause and source, it is necessary to minimize such 

losses. This includes disaster management measures to be 

implemented. At the same time, as disasters cannot be 

prevented, post-disaster logistics activities are also important 

in preventing significant casualties. 

2. 1. Disaster Management and Disaster Logistics 

Disaster management involves the tasks carried out in 

order to make people aware of the natural conditions that 

occur in the region they live in, to recognize the reasons for 

these situations in detail, and to help them not to be affected 

in the face of repetition of such situations [2]. 

In order for disaster management to be successful, it 

should aim at minimizing the damage rather than optimizing 

the events [3]. Figure 1 presents the phases in disaster 

management. 

 

 
Figure 1. Phases in Disaster Management 

One of the most important issues in disaster management 

is pre-disaster planning and disaster logistics, which will turn 

into a post-disaster practice [4]. 

Disaster logistics is expressed as the collection of studies on 

the transportation of first aid materials, equipment, food and 

beverage and search and rescue teams that may need all kinds 

to very scattered points, removing the injured from the scene 

very quickly and taking them to health institutions for 

necessary treatment [5]. 

3. Methods 

In this study, Elazig province, which is located in an 

earthquake zone, is taken into consideration. The first thing 

to do right after a severe and destructive earthquake is to scan 

the area where the earthquake occurred and to determine the 

places of debris. After the earthquake in the city on January 

24, 2020, debris scanning was carried out with IKU and 

UAVs and very significant benefits were achieved. In this 

study, it is aimed to evaluate the UAVs in the cluster 

coverage problem and find the required number of UAVs. 

Using the mathematical model of the cluster coverage 

problem, the number of UAVs required to be used in 

screening was determined by evaluating the UAVs within 38 

neighborhoods of the central district of the province. Then, 
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taking into account the characteristics of 6 hospitals and 

multiple ambulance types in the central district of the 

province, the problem of assigning the injured to the hospital 

and routing the ambulances were discussed. Details on the 

related problems are given in the sections below.   

3.1. Coverage Problems 

Coverage models are mostly used for location problems. 

While there are a certain number of customers 

(target/city/demand points) in the coverage models, it is 

aimed to determine the number of facilities (supply points) 

that will meet the needs of all of them in a way that will have 

the least cost or the largest coverage area. 

Some of the coverage problems are given below [6]: 

• Cluster Coverage Problem [7, 8, 9].        

• Highest Space Coverage Problem [10] 

• Double Coverage Problem [11]        

• Reserve Coverage [11]        

• Reliable Coverage Problem        

3.1.1. Cluster Coverage Problem 

Cluster coverage is a type of model developed to respond 

to all demand points of the supply points planned to be 

established with the least cost. The most common use of 

cluster coverage models is to determine the number of 

emergency aid stations and distribution centers in case of 

disasters.   

Cluster coverage Model is provided below [7]; 

The written model is given for T demand points and S facility 

points. 

 

Indices: 
i=Index indicating the demand points i=1, 2, 3, 
….,T 
j=Index indicating facility points j=1, 2, 3,….., S 

 

Parameters:  

aij=

{
1  if facility j meets the demand of demand i
0  otherwise

 

 

Mj = fixed of facility j    

Decision Variables:  

xj={
1  if facility is is to be established at j
0  if not

       
 

Objective Function:  

Min ∑ Mj ∗ xj                                                            

S

j=1

 
(1) 

Constraints:  

∑ aij ∗ xj ≥ 1

S

j=1

  
(2) 

xjЄ {0,1}    j (3) 

If the costs are the same for each facility to be 

opened, the objective function is: 
 

Min ∑ xj                                                                        

S

j=1

 

(4) 

 

While the aim in Eq. (1) is to minimize the total cost, the aim 

is to minimize the number of facilities to be opened in Eq. 

(4) since facility opening costs are equal. Eq. (2) is the 

constraint that cuts the inclusion of each demand point of the 

facilities to be opened. Finally, Eq. (3) is the constraint of the 

decision variable to be an integer. 

3.1.2. Cluster Coverage Model for Determining the Number 

of UAVs 

Considering the mathematical model in the previous 

section, the following mathematical model has been 

established to determine the number of UAVs to be used in 

screening activities after the earthquake. 

 

Indices:  

i = Index indicating the neighborhood i = 1, 2, 
3 ,…., T 

 

j = Index indicating the neighborhood to be 
centered for UAVs j = 1, 2, 3 ,… .., S 

 

Parameters:  

aij= {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑖

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
  

Decision Variables:  

xj={
1  j point center neighborhood is chosen
0  otherwise

  

Objective Function:  

Min ∑ xj

S

j=1

 
(5) 

Constraints:  

∑ aij ∗ xj ≥ 1

S

j=1

 
(6) 

xjЄ {0,1} (7) 

 

The aim in Eq. (5) is to minimize the total cost. Eq. (6) is 

the constraint that cuts the inclusion of each demand point of 

the facilities to be opened. Finally, Eq. (7) is the constraint 

of the decision variable to be an integer. 

Using this model in the implementation study in Section 

4, it was intended to determine the ideal number of UAVs to 

be used in screening activity for the province. 

3.2. Vehicle Routing Problem 

It is a much more difficult problem in terms of VRP 

solution with more constraints and multiple tools than the 

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Again, the fact that 

VRP problems are static or dynamic does not prevent them 

from being included in the NP-Hard group [12]. Although it 

varies in terms of VRP constraints, 3 areas emerge [13]. 

These are: 
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1) Restrictions on the vehicles planned to be used 

o Capacity constraints of vehicles in terms of weight or 

volume        

o Constraints on total vehicle time        

o Restrictions on legal working hours of vehicle drivers        

2) Restrictions on existing customers 

o Each customer has one or more product demand 

constraints        

o Limited time frames constraints for distribution of 

product claims        

3) Other constraints 

o Number of tours of the vehicles is more than one (the 

same vehicle returns to the warehouse on the same 

day and leaves for another road) restrictions        

o Tours exceeding one day in terms of length        

o The number of depots to be used is more than one        

  

It was determined that the problem dealt with in the scope of 

this study is related to the Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing 

Problem (MD-VRP) and the information about the MD-VRP 

is stated in the next section. 

3.2.1. Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem 

In general, MDVRP is a type of problem that deals with 

providing service to many customers from more than one 

warehouse in the shortest possible time and cost and 

determining vehicle routes. Multi-depot vehicle routing 

problems are used in combinatorial optimization problems in 

which a number of vehicles serve the clients. The vehicles 

leave the depot/station, serve clients in the network, and 

return to the depot/station after completion of their routes. 

Thus, among many applications, public transportation [14], 

urban traffic planning [15], and supply chain distribution 

networks can be mentioned. Yilmaz  made the modeling of 

the multi-depot vehicle routing problem with the ant colony 

algorithm and proposed a solution [16]. Yildiz discussed the 

problems of vehicle routing charts in the transportation 

sector [17]. Onder, discussed the bread distribution of 

Istanbul Public Bakery Factories as a multi-depot vehicle 

routing problem [18]. In his study, Ozer benefited from the 

problem of multi-depot vehicle routing to take liver 

transplantation to transplant centers in a short time [19]. 

Kiziloglu investigated the stochastic multi-depot vehicle 

routing problem with heuristic solutions under the chance 

constraint approach [20]. Sadatizamanabad used the multi- 

depot vehicle routing problem in supply chain networks and 

aimed to protect critical facilities [21]. Ozen developed the 

mathematical model of the open-ended multi-depot vehicle 

routing problem for the feeder bus network design [22].  

In this problem, the assignment of the vehicles to the 

depot, the assignment of the customers to the vehicles and 

the customer demands not exceeding the vehicle capacities 

appear as important constraints. In line with these 

constraints, it is important to decide which customers should 

be served from which depot and with which vehicle. Within 

the scope of the subject dealt with in this study, it is 

important to determine which injured people will be served 

from which hospital and by which ambulance. In the 

ambulance routing problem addressed here, hospitals are 

considered as depots, the wounded as customers and 

ambulances as vehicles. 

To solve the problem discussed in this study, following 

mathematical model developed by Mirabi [23] for the MD-

VRP was benefited from:  

 Sets; 

I: Depots 

J: Customers 

K: Vehicles 

Parameters; 

N: Total number of customers 

cij= distance between i and j points i, j Є I Ս J 

vi= capacity of the depot I, i ЄI 

dj= demand from customer j, j ЄJ 

qk= capacity of vehicle k, k ЄK 

Decision variables; 

xijk=

{
1 , if using vehicle k from point i to point j 
0,   otherwise

 

 

zij={
1 , if customer j is assigned to depot 
0,   otherwise

 
 

Ulk= dummy variable, which is the sub-tour 

elimination constraint on vehicle/route k 

 

Mathematical Model;  

Min Z =  ∑ ∑ ∑ xijk

kЄKjЄIՍJiЄIՍJ

cij 
(8) 

∑ ∑ xijk

iЄIՍJkЄK

= 1 (9) 

Ulk − Ujk+Nxljk≤N−1 (10) 

∑ xijk − ∑ xjik = 0

jЄIՍJ

     

jЄIՍJ

 
(11) 

∑ ∑ xijk

iЄIՍJkЄK

≤ 1 (12) 

∑ ∑ djxijk

jЄJiЄIՍJ

≤ qk (13) 

∑ djzij ≤ vi

jЄJ

 (14) 

−zij + ∑ (xiuk + xujk) ≤ 1 

uЄIՍJ

 (15) 

xijkЄ{0,1} (16) 

zijЄ{0,1} (17) 

𝑈𝑙𝑘 ≥ 0 (18) 

 

The objective function of the model is to minimize the 

distance traveled (Eq. (8)). Eq. (9) refers to the assignment 

of each customer to a single route. Eq. (10) expresses the 

sub-route elimination. Eq. (11) means that each node in the 

routes has a single entry and exit. Eq. (12) means that each 

vehicle is dispatched from a single depot. Eq. (13) means that 

the demands of the customers on each route do not exceed 

the capacities of the vehicles on the routes. Eq. (14) means 

that each customer demand should not exceed the capacity 

of the depot to which it is assigned. The constraint numbered 

Eq. (15) means that each customer is on the route of the depot 

to which it is assigned. Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) are the sign 

constraints for the decision variables.   
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3.2.2. Mathematical Model Developed for Ambulance 

Routing Problem 

Based on the mathematical model that Mirabi [23] has 

developed for the multi-depot vehicle routing problem, the 

mathematical model that has been developed within this 

research is presented in this section. This new model is the 

first major contribution of this research to the related 

literature. Another contribution is the introduction of a new 

type of problem called ambulance routing problem which 

has been developed based on this problem. It has been 

discovered that there is no study on the ambulance routing 

problem in the literature. For this reason, it has been 

determined that this study is different from other studies in 

the literature in terms of both the problem and the proposed 

mathematical model.  

Ambulance routing problem covered within the context 

of this study aims to deliver the injured ones to the nearby 

hospitals in the most effective manner given the existing 

constraints. However, when ambulance capacities are 

considered, it is important that ambulances make more than 

one trip and deliver the other injured people to hospitals. At 

the same time, it is considered that ambulances will transport 

the injured to different hospitals in case the hospital 

capacities are over. Figure 2 shows the hospitals, 

ambulances, and casualty locations in some parts of the city. 

 

 
Figure 2. An example solution to the problem 

In the sample problem presented in Figure 2, it can be 

observed that there are 3 hospitals, 3 ambulances and 13 

injured. Here, it is assumed that each ambulance can carry a 

maximum of 2 patients at once and capacities for each 

hospital are defined. According to the solution presented in 

this figure, “1st ambulance has 2 trips”, “2nd ambulance has 3 

trips" and “3rd ambulance has 2 trips”. The 1st ambulance 

carries the 7th and 10th individuals on the first trip, and the 

13th on the 2nd trip. The second ambulance carries the 5th and 

6th individuals on the first trip, the 11th and 12th ones on the 

2nd trip, and the 8th and 9th on the 3rd trip. Finally, the 3rd 

ambulance carries the 3rd and 4th injured people on the first 

trip, and the 1st and 2nd on the 2nd trip. Ambulance and 

hospital capacities were also taken into consideration while 

performing the solution. 

The problem in Figure 2 includes many constraints, 

parameters, and assumptions in it. The constraints, 

parameters, and assumptions considered in this study are 

specified below: 

o Every patient must be transported to a hospital.        

o Routing should be carried out without exceeding the 

hospital and ambulance capacities.        

o Ambulance capacities were assumed to be equal (1-2-3 

or 4).        

o Ambulances can make more than one trip.        

o It is assumed that it is possible for an ambulance to 

transport the injured to the other hospitals other than the 

hospital to which it belongs, but it arrives at the next 

injury location after stopping at the hospital to which it 

will transport in the first place and taking the relevant 

equipment. For example, the first ambulance departing 

from the first hospital can take the 5th and 7th patients, 

and after returning to the first hospital, they can go on 

a second trip to transport the injured in the system to 

the nearest hospital. In this case, the injured people can 

go to the other hospital (for example the second 

hospital) first to get the relevant equipment, then reach 

the relevant injury locations (for example the 3rd and 

8th injured) and return to the second hospital. In this 

case, the total mission route for the first ambulance is 

as follows: First trip: 1st hospital- 5th injured, 7th 

injured -1st hospital. Second trip: 2nd hospital- 3rd 

injured-8th injured-2nd hospital. In this way, it was 

aimed to create a full tour for ambulances and to 

terminate their duties in the hospitals they started. In 

this case, it is aimed to reflect the hospital changes of 

the ambulances to the objective function.        

Information on the mathematical model developed under 

these assumptions is given below: 

 Index sets; 

I: Hospitals 

J: Injuries 

K: Ambulances 

M: Trips 

Parameters; 

N: Total number of injuries 

cij= distance between i and j points i, j Є I Ս J 

vi= capacity of hospital i, i ЄI 

dj= demand of injury j, j ЄJ  

qk= capacity of ambulance k, k ЄK  

bm= cost of trip m, m ЄM 

Decision variables; 

xmijk={
1 , if ambulance k is used from point i to j with 

trip m
0,   otherwise

       

i ,j Є IՍJ 

zmij={
1 , if j is transported to hospital i with trip m
0,   otherwise
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pmijk=

{
1 , if ambulance k goes to hospital j from i with trip m
0,   otherwise

 

Umlk= dummy variable of sub-tour elimination constraint at 

k ambulance/route 

hm= variable showing the availability of trip m 

 

Mathematical Model;  

Min Z =  ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ xmijk

kЄKjЄIՍJiЄIՍJ

cij

𝑚Є𝑀

+ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ pmijk

kЄKjЄIiЄI

cij

𝑚Є𝑀

+ ∑ hmbm

mЄM

 

(19) 

∑ ∑ ∑ xmijk

iЄIՍJkЄK

= 1 

𝑚Є𝑀

 (20) 

Umlk − Umjk+Nxmljk ≤ N−1 (21) 

∑ xmijk − ∑ xmjik = 0

jЄIՍJjЄIՍJ

 

 

(22) 

∑ ∑ xmijk

iЄIՍJkЄK

≤ 1 (23) 

∑ ∑ djxmijk

jЄJiЄIՍJ

≤ qk (24) 

∑ djzmij ≤ vi 

jЄJ

 (25) 

−zmij + ∑ (xmiuk + xmujk) ≤ 1 

uЄIՍJ

 (26) 

−1 + ∑ xmijk + ∑ xwtjk − ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑜𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝑗Є𝐽𝑜Є𝑀jЄJjЄJ

≤ pmitk 
iЄI, tЄI, kЄK, (m, w, o)ЄM,   𝑖 ≠ 𝑡, 𝑚 > 𝑜 >
𝑤, 𝑚 > 1 

(27) 

xmijk = 0 (28) 

∑ ∑ zmij

jЄJiЄI

= hm (29) 

∑ ∑ zmij

jЄJiЄI

∗ 1000 ≥ ∑ ∑ z(m+1)ij  

jЄJiЄI

 

 

(30) 

xmijkЄ{0,1} (31) 

zmijЄ{0,1} (32) 

𝑈𝑚𝑙𝑘 ≥ 0 (33) 
 

In the objective function of the model (Equation 19), the 

total duty time, the cost of ambulances going to distant 

hospitals, and the costs arising from the additional trips were 

tried to be minimized. Equation (20) implies assigning a 

single route for each injured. Equation (21) represents the 

sub-tour elimination. Equation (22) means that each node in 

the routes has a single entry and exit. Equation (23) means 

that each ambulance leaves a single hospital. Equation (24) 

means that the demands of the injured on each route do not 

exceed the capacities of the ambulances on the routes. 

Equation (25) means that each injured demand should not 

exceed the capacity of the hospital to which it is assigned. 

Equation (26) means that each injured person is on the route 

of the hospital to which they are assigned. Eq. (27) ensures 

that ambulances are directed to the same and nearest 

hospital, if possible. Eq. (28) ensures that the transfer 

between hospitals is not assigned to each other at the relevant 

time. Eq. (29) allows the trips to be activated gradually. 

Equation (30) ensures the assignment of injured people to be 

transported in the initial trips to a large number of hospitals. 

Eqs.  (31), (32), and (33) are the constraints limiting the signs 

of the decision variables.   

In the next section, the developed model is tested on 

various scenarios and its results are analyzed. 

4. Research Findings 

In this study, the central district of Yalova province has 

been taken into account and the debris scanning and the most 

efficient transportation of the injured from under the debris 

to the hospitals are emphasized, based on the previous 

earthquake. Two different mathematical models (Sections 

3.1.1. and 3.2.1.) have been developed for debris scanning 

and rescuing the injured from under debris and transferring 

them to the hospitals. The developed model was tested by 

taking into account the data in the district and the 

information regarding the implementation study is given in 

the following sections. 

4.1. Determining the Ideal Number of UAVs 

Within the scope of the thesis, the cluster coverage 

problem for 14 districts of Yalova province was addressed 

and the required number of UAVs was tried to be 

determined. The purpose of cluster coverage problems is to 

serve the maximum number of areas with the minimum 

number of facilities. Based on this idea, UAVs are 

considered as facilities and it is aimed to find the required 

number. In determining the required number of UAVs, the 

distances between the neighborhoods were calculated using 

the Google Maps application. Relevant distances represent 

the value in minutes of the distance traveled by vehicles. 

While solving the problem, assuming that the UAVs scan 

distances of 5 minutes, the number of UAVs required for 

scanning was aimed to be found with the mathematical 

model in Section 3.1.2. 

As a result of solving the relevant model with the Gams 

software, it was determined that it requires 5 UAVs for a 5-

minute scanning distance. Considering the need for a more 

detailed scanning after an earthquake, 5 UAVs are assumed 

to be needed in developing data sets in the application phase 

of the ambulance routing problem and the injured individuals 

are distributed to the districts considering these clusters. The 

district clusters that occur when 7 UAVs are used are given 

in Table 1. 

Table 1. District Clusters Obtained as a Result of Solving the 

Cluster Inclusion Problem 

Cluster Number Central Clusters District Numbers Covered 

1    (A)  1.Gaziosmanpaşa 1, 3, 13 

2    (B)  2.Fevziçakmak 2, 14 

3    (C)  9.Bahçelievler 4, 9, 11 

4    (D)  10.Seyrantepe 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 

5    (E)  12.Paşakent 12 
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In the next section, data sets were prepared based on the 

obtained sets and the mathematical model developed for the 

ambulance routing problem was tested.   

4.2. Routing Ambulances 

While routing the ambulances, 5 district clusters were 

obtained by applying the mathematical model in section 

3.1.2 for 14 districts of Yalova province. Based on these 

district clusters, the mathematical model in section 3.2.2 has 

been tested. The parameters addressed during the model trial 

are: 

o Number of hospitals        

o Hospital capacity        

o Number of ambulances        

o Ambulance capacity        

o Number of injured        

o Number of trips 

Information on these parameters is provided below. 

Number of Injured: The number of injuries in the problem 

sets varies between 10 and 40, and as the number of injured 

increases, the time to solve the problem and its reaction to 

the results are tried to be determined. In addition, the injuries 

are distributed randomly to different locations in the city 

center and real geographical data of the region is used while 

determining the locations of the injured people. The 

casualties were randomly allocated to the districts in the 

clusters determined during the cluster coverage stage, and 

the condition that each cluster should have at least one 

injured was added. For the scenario of UAVs on the 5-minute 

scan, it is assumed that the injured ones are distributed to the 

districts within the 5 clusters determined under the 

assumption of 5 UAVs are required. The injuries distributed 

randomly to clusters and districts under 12 trials are shown 

in Table 2.     

Number of Hospitals: Three hospitals were established 

considering the hospitals in the province. While creating the 

relevant distance matrices in the problems, the actual 

locations of the above hospitals were taken into account and 

the actual distances between these locations and the injuries 

were added to the path matrix. In addition, it was assumed 

that the number of hospitals in the problems varied between 

1 and 3, thus it was aimed to determine the dynamic response 

of the problem to the increase in the number of hospitals.  

Hospital Capacity: While determining the total hospital 

capacity, it was considered to be more than the total number 

of injured and the values were given randomly. The total 

hospital capacity is shared among the relevant hospitals at 

different rates. For example, in the related problem, if it is 

assumed that there are 2 hospitals and the total hospital 

capacity is determined to be 30, the capacity of one hospital 

may be 10 and the other 20. Or the capacity of both could be 

15. The number of hospitals used under 16 trial studies and 

their total capacities is shown in Table 3 while the 

distribution of the total capacity to the hospitals is shown in 

Table 4. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Random distribution of the injured by the district clusters 

Trial # of Injured         Cluster + District (# of Injured) 

1 10 A1(1)-A3(1)-B2(1)-C4(1)-C9(1)-D5(1)-

D6(1)-D7(1)-D8(1)-E12(1) 

2 10 A1(1)-A3(1)-A13(1)-B2(1)-B14(1)-C9(1)-

C11(1)-D8(1)-D10(1)-E12(1) 

3 10 A1(1)-A3(1)-B2(1)-C4(1)-C9(1)-C11(1)-

D6(1)-D7(1)-D10(1)-E12(1) 

4 10 A1(1)-A3(1)-A13(1)-B2(1)-C4(4)-D5(1)-

E12(1) 

5 20 A1(4)-B2(4)-C4(4)-D5(4)-E12(4) 

6 20 A3(4)-A13(4)-B2(2)-B14(2)-C9(1)-C11(1)-

D6(1)-D7(1)-E12(4) 

7 20 A1(1)-A3(1)-A13(1)-B2(1)-B14(1)-C4(3)-

D8(3)-D10(3)-E12(6) 

8 20 A1(1)-A3(1)-A13(1)-B2(1)-B14(4)-C11(4)-

D5(1)-D6(1)-D7(1)-D8(1)-E12(4) 

9 30 A13(5)-B2(3)-B14(3)-C9(6)-D5(4)-D10(4)-

E12(5) 

10 30 A1(2)-A13(2)-B2(4)-C9(6)-D6(4)-D8(4)-

D10(4)-E12(4) 

11 30 A1(3)-A3(3)-A13(3)-B2(1)-B14(2)-C4(3)-

C9(3)-C11(3)-D5(1)-D6(1)-D7(1)-D8(1)-D10(2)-E12(3) 

12 30 A13(4)-B2(4)-B14(4)-C4(4)-D5(1)-D6(1)-

D7(1)-D8(1)-D10(4)-E12(6) 

13 40 A3(6)-B14(5)-C9(6)-C11(6)-D8(6)-D10(6)-

E12(6) 

14 40 A1(5)-A3(5)-B2(4)-B14(6)-C4(6)-C9(4)-

D5(4)-D6(4)-E12(2) 

15 40 A13(6)- B14(6)- C11(5)- D5(6)-D6(6)-D7(6)-

E12(5) 

16 40 A1(4)-A3(4)-A13(4)-B2(4)-B14(4)-C4(4)-

C9(4)-C11(4)-D5(1)-D6(1)-D7(1)-D8(1)-D10(1)-E12(3) 

Table 3. Number of hospitals and their total capacities 

Trial Number of Hospitals Total Hospital Capacity 

1  1   15 

2  1   15 

3  1   15 

4  1   15 

5  2   30 

6  2   30 

7  2   30 

8  2   30 

9  3   45 

10  3   45 

11  3   45 

12  3   45 

13  3   60 

14  3   60 

15  3   60 

16  3   60 

Number of Ambulances: Within the scope of the study, 

the number of ambulances varied between 2 and 10, thus the 

effect of the increase in the number of ambulances on the 

solution of the problem was tried to be determined. 

Ambulance starting points are assumed to be at the 

respective hospitals. The number of ambulances allocated to 

each hospital within the related problem was determined 

randomly.  

Ambulance Capacity: During the research, it was noted 

that ambulances with capacity of four are available and being 

actively used. Based on this information, it is assumed that 

the ambulance capacity varies between 1 and 4. In addition, 

it is assumed that all ambulances have equal capacities.  
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Number of Trips: The following formulation was used to 

determine the number of trips.  

Table 4. Capacity distribution among three hospitals 

Trial                  H1                      H2                    H3 

1                       15                  X                      X 

2                    X                        15                      X 

 3                        X                    X                 15 

4                 15               X                 X 

 5                 14                 X                  16 

6                    18                 12                    X 

7                  X                       15                    15 

8                     20               X                    10 

9                   10                    15                   20 

   10                        20                    16                         9 

   11                           15                         15                       15 

   12                   20                    5                     20 

   13                   10                   40                    10 

   14                   20                    20                   20 

   15                      30                   15                    15 

   16                   16                     40                         4 

 Number of trips = (Total number of injured) / (Number 

of ambulances × Ambulance capacity) 

The distribution of the number of ambulances, their 

capacities, the number of injuries, and trips among 16 trial 

runs are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Distribution of ambulance numbers and capacities and 

the number of injuries-trips 

Trial # of Amb.  Amb. Capacity   # of Injured   # of Trips 

1 2  1  10 5 

2 2  2  10 3 

3 2  3  10 2 

4 2  4  10 2 

5 4  1  20 5 

6 4  2  20 3 

7 4  3  20 2 

8 4  4  20 2 

9 6  1  30 5 

10 6  2  30 3 

11 6  3  30 2 

12 6  4  30 2 

13 8  1  40 5 

14 8  2  40 3 

15 8  3  40 2 

16 8  4  40 2 

  

The model that was developed along with all these data sets 

and the assumptions was solved using the GAMS software 

and the obtained results are provided in the next section. 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

In the light of the information given in Section 4, the 

model that was developed in Section 3 was tested and 

ambulance routing for Yalova province was examined for 

small-scale samples.  

The responses of the system to the randomly distributed 

casualties vary when looking at the number of injured and 

their location, and the number and capacity of ambulances 

also affect the optimum or local optimum results of the 

system. The system was run 16 times in the mathematical 

model trials solved by the GAMS program. As a result of 

these studies, optimum results were obtained for 6 times 

(trials no. 1-2-3-4-5-13), and local optimum results were 

obtained for 10 times (acceptable results within acceptable 

periods). The system was run for trials for different periods 

and the results are shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. Results and solution times of ambulance routing in 

GAMS program 

Trial        Result  Solution Time (sec)  Solver Status  Model Status 

1 22356 0.113  1  1 

2 339 0.720  1  1 

3 119 1082.194  1  1 

4 91 301.423  1  1 

5 44644 0.720  1  1 

6 620 7198.129  3  8 

7 192 7198.067  3  8 

8 138 7198.129  3  8 

9 66972 10798.585 3  8 

10 946 10798.495 3  8 

11 345 7200.144  3  8 

12 275 7200.200  3  8 

13 89252 74.038  1  1 

14 1333 10801.107 3  8 

15 412 10800.351 3  8 

16 337 14403.123 3  8 

When we look at the trials with optimum results, the 

number of casualties appears as 10, 20, and 40, but 

ambulance capacities give optimum results in all values for 

only 10 injured (in trial studies no 1-2-3-4). Considering the 

trial studies with 20 and 40 injuries (trials 5 and 13), the 

system gives optimum results when the ambulance capacity 

is only 1. Considering these trials, the system worked for 

different periods for optimum or local optimum results. The 

optimum solution of some trials under different durations is 

shown in Table 5.1. The fact that the system has different 

solution times for the same number of casualties can be 

explained by the location of the injured and the change in 

ambulance capacities. 

This study aims to develop and present a mathematical 

model within the context of post-disaster management. One 

of the directions for subsequent research is extending the 

geographic scope of the problem based on the current model 

which would significantly increase the problem size. Thus, 

the development of a special-purpose algorithm is another 

direction for future research. 
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